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HOPE
One-Act Play

Length: about 20 minutes

Cast: Bible Study Leader; five women, Doris, Nola, Kathryn, Karen, and Helen, who are Bible 
study members; Props Person (non-speaking role)

Props: 
• Seven copies of H O P E script
• Five Bibles and pencils (one for each Bible study member)

(Note: The pencil for Helen must have a good eraser on the end.)
• Table and five chairs (chairs facing the podium and board)
• Podium or music stand
• Microphones (if necessary) — one for the Leader and one for the Women seated at

the table.

The	following	additional	props	are	needed	and	may	be	created	via	the	following	
instructions	or	see	pages	13–41 for	pages	that	can	be	printed	to	assist	in	creating	
props	for	this	play.	

• Big white board, chalk board, or bulletin board covered with white paper and
displayed on an easel — with H O P E *written at the top (positioned so the Bible
study members and especially the audience can see what is written on it)

• Markers or chalk to write on the board
• Leader’s reference sheet with the six phrases with HOPE* as an acronym written

on it:
- His One Payment Endures
- Hear Our Prayer Evermore
- Helping Others Provides Enjoyment
- He Offers Peace Everlasting
- Happy Organists Play Enthusiastically
- Heirs Of Paradise Exult

• Thoughts 1–11 and 13* (see note below for 12) should be printed in a bold, easy-to-read
font and enlarged by photocopying to fit on 17”x11” white paper (one thought per
sheet). It is important that the thoughts are big enough to be easily seen and read by
the audience, with the following words on each:
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1 – Better than mine, that’s for sure.
2 – Hard enough for me.
3 – I must have been sitting in the wrong pew.
4 – I’m afraid my answer is so far from good.
5 – Why didn’t I think of that?
6 – I think I can do better than this.
7 – They’re not worth that much, believe me.
8 – A LOT
9 – Now that’s impressive!
10 – Let’s What? My Lord!
11 – Let’s Wait Much Longer!   

* Samples of the printed material can be found on pages 13-41.

12 – A light bulb prop – no words (Note: This is a big prop cut from 22”x28” white poster 
board in the shape of a light bulb and colored bright yellow, as if turned on, or buy yellow 
poster board.)

13 – Here Our Play Ends
• Big thought-cloud 💭 prop cut from 22”x28” white poster board

Setting: Women’s Bible study meeting room, evening

[The play opens with Leader standing behind the podium, next to the board, facing the five Women and 
the audience. Leader’s script, reference sheet, and markers or chalk are on the podium. The five Women are 
seated behind a long table — in the order listed on the previous page — with Helen on the end closest to the 
audience.

If possible, position the table and chairs so the Women’s backs are not to the audience. Each Woman has 
a copy of the script, a Bible, and a pencil in front of her on the table. The Props Person stands nearby, but 
unseen — behind a room divider or in an adjoining room. Along with a copy of the script, the Props Person 
needs the poster board thought-cloud prop, the 12 thoughts, and the poster board light bulb prop stacked in 
the numerical order listed on page 2 with #1 on top. Using removable mounting putty or tape, the Props 

Person will adhere each thought, one at a time, to the center of the thought cloud prop. The Props Person 
may want a helper to do this quickly between her appearances during the skit.]

[In hushed tones, the five Women are engaged in small talk with each other.]

Leader: All right ladies. [Waits for quiet. Women give the Leader their attention.] Let’s open with 
prayer, and then we’ll get started with tonight’s Bible study.
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[All fold hands and bow heads.]

Leader: Almighty God, our heavenly Father, invigorate our study of Your Holy Word that, by the 
guidance and enlightening of Your Spirit, we may steadfastly be anchored in Your Son, 
Jesus Christ, our safe and secure hope.

Leader and Women:  [In unison] Amen.

Leader: As you know, tonight’s Bible study will focus on the word HOPE [points to board]. At the 
end of last week’s class, I gave each of you the assignment to come up with a phrase that 
had the word “HOPE” as an acronym. I also said that for [Leader makes quote signs in the 
air while saying] “extra credit” you could find a Bible verse that relates to your phrase. 
Hopefully, you’ve done that so we can talk about those tonight.

[Women nod and smile at each other.]

Leader: Let’s begin by quickly reviewing what an acronym is. It’s a pronounceable word formed 
from the first letters of each word in a phrase. If you remember, last week I gave you the 
example of SCUBA, which stands for Self-Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus. 
So, now, let’s see how you did with this assignment, okay? Who would like to begin?

Doris: I can start, if you’d like.

Leader: [Looking at Doris] That would be great, Doris. And then we’ll just continue down the row. 
Okay. We’re ready whenever you are.

Doris: Well, I came up with His One Payment Endures.

Leader: Excellent, Doris! I like that.

[Leader walks from behind the podium to the board and writes each word under the appropriate letter on 
the board. While the Leader is writing, the Women — except Helen — all nod their heads in agreement 
and compliment Doris with praise such as “Good job!” and “That’s great!” etc. Women — except Doris 

and Helen — pretend to copy that answer onto paper (the scripts) in front of them. Helen, however, quietly 
stares down at her paper. Leader returns to stand behind podium, facing the Women again.]
[Props Person walks in, and the rest of the cast — except Helen — immediately freeze. The Props 

Person carries thought-cloud 1 with the blank side toward the audience, moving to stand beside Helen and 
facing the audience. Helen is engrossed in thought, tapping her forehead. She must appear as though she 
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doesn’t see the Props Person at all. Props Person holds the cloud above Helen’s head, turning it to show 
the quote to the audience. After pausing for it to be read, the Props Person exits out of sight with the cloud.* 

*Because the Props Person’s purpose during this skit is to reveal Helen’s private thoughts to the
audience only, the Props Person is “invisible” to the Leader and Women, who are completely
unaware of the Props Person. Except for Helen, the Bible study Women and Leader are frozen in
time during the Props Person’s appearances. However, time does not stand still for Helen, who is
fully engaged in her own thoughts and/or actions. She does not interact with or react to the Props
Person, though, and she doesn’t see the ‘frozen’ cast members.

After the Props Person has left, the frozen cast members unfreeze. Helen stops tapping, focusing her 
attention on the Leader.]

Leader: [Looking at Doris] Now, did you happen to find a Bible verse to go along with that?

Doris: I think so. Psalm 112:9 says, his righteousness endures forever. Is that kind of what you were 
looking for?

Leader: Exactly! That verse fits very well.

[Again, the Women — except Helen who is writing furiously on her paper — react with nods, 
smiles, pats on the back, etc. for Doris.]

Leader: Christ’s one-time payment on the cross makes believers righteous in God’s sight.
Because His righteousness endures forever, we can have hope that endures, too.

Leader: [Smiling and looking at Doris] Well, you certainly got us off to a good start, Doris. That 
wasn’t so hard, was it? [Doris looks pleased and shakes her head.]

[Props Person enters, and the cast — except Helen — freezes. During the Props Person’s presence, 
Helen is alternately writing on her sheet of paper (script), scribbling out things she’s written, and drumming 
her fingers on the table. Props Person shows audience thought-cloud 2, again briefly held above Helen’s 
head, and after exiting, the cast members unfreeze. Helen is still.]

Leader: [Looking at Nola, who is seated next to Doris]: Let’s move on now. Nola, do you have 
anything for us?

Nola: Yes. Something actually came to mind while we were praying in church on Sunday. I 
noticed that the congregation responds to each petition of The Prayer of the Church 
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with “Hear Our Prayer.” That took care of the letters h, o, and p! After that, all I had to 
do was think of a word beginning with “e.” So, I added “Evermore” for Hear Our Prayer 
Evermore.

Leader: [Responding with a chuckle] Well, I’m glad the Divine Service could help you with your 
assignment! See what added benefit going to church can have?

[The Props Person enters, and the cast freezes — except for Helen. She is looking down, tapping her pencil 
on the paper while the Props Person shows the audience thought-cloud 3, again briefly held above Helen’s 
head. After the Props Person exits, the cast members unfreeze. Helen puts her pencil down.]

[Leader writes Nola’s answer on the board under the previous one. Women — except Nola and Helen — 
also copy answers onto their papers.]

Leader: [Returns to podium, speaking to Nola] Did you happen to hear a Bible verse at church to 
go with that, too?

Nola: No. [She laughs lightly] I had to do that all by myself. My verse is also from the book of 
Psalms — 102:1, Hear my prayer, O Lord; let my cry come to you!

Leader: Good choice, Nola. That is a penitential psalm, prayed by one who has faith that God will 
hear and care for him even when life is difficult. Knowing that God hears our prayers 
and will answer them certainly gives us hope, doesn’t it? [Women, except Helen, nod in 
agreement.]

Doris: It surely does. I get so much comfort from praying. I don’t know what I’d do without it.

Leader: Any other comments or questions? [Pauses to look around.] All right — so far, so good with 
the phrases with “HOPE” as an acronym and Bible verses.

[The Props Person enters, and the cast freezes — except for Helen. Elbows on the table, Helen’s head is 
held in her hands, looking down at her paper, while the Props Person shows the audience the thought-cloud 
4, again briefly held above Helen’s head. After the Props Person exits, the cast members unfreeze. Helen 
looks up.]
Leader: I think we’re ready to hear Kathryn’s answer next.

Kathryn: Okay. Mine is, Helping Others Provides Enjoyment.
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[Leader writes words on the board. Women – except Kathryn and Helen – are copying them onto their 
papers.]

Nola: “Ooh, that’s a good one. It reminds me of how nice it feels to help someone.

Leader: [Returns to podium] And you just made a good point. Helping others brings joy to the 
giver, too, not just the receiver. In fact, think of Jesus’ words, when He said, It is more 
blessed to give than to receive (Acts 20:35). There’s a lot of truth to that.

Nola: I agree. And I think that’s one of the reasons I like volunteer work so much.

Kathryn: I like the way Paul puts it in the verse I found. In 1 Thessalonians 5:14–15 he says, And we 
urge you, brothers, admonish the idle, encourage the fainthearted, help the weak, be patient with 
them all. See that no one repays anyone evil for evil, but always seek to do good to one another 
and to everyone.

Leader: Wow! I’m impressed! You ladies have surely done well with your assignment.

Kathryn: My Lutheran Study Bible really helped me. I love that you can look up words in the back.  

Leader: Yes, the concordance — quite a valuable tool. I’m glad you made use of it.    

[The Props Person enters, and the cast freezes — except for Helen. When the Props Person shows the 
audience thought-cloud 5, again briefly held above Helen’s head, Helen reaches up to hit her forehead with 
the back of her hand and opens her mouth in a big, silent “o” expression. After the Props Person exits, the 
cast members unfreeze. Helen looks straight ahead.]

Doris: This has been so interesting tonight. I can hardly wait to hear what Karen found.

Leader: I think that’s your cue, Karen. Ready to share your version of HOPE?

Karen: Sure. I wrote, He Offers Peace Everlasting.

Leader: Another good one! I’ll add that to the list.
[As the Leader writes the words on the board, the Women — except Karen and Helen — are also writing 
that answer on their paper. Helen just stares straight ahead. Leader returns to podium.]

[The Props Person enters, and the cast freezes – except for Helen. Helen sighs loudly, shakes her head, 
and vigorously erases on her sheet of paper. She brushes eraser shavings off the sheet and loudly blows some 
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off, too, while the Props Person shows the audience thought-cloud 6, again briefly held above Helen’s 
head. After the Props Person exits, the cast members unfreeze. Helen sits quietly and returns her attention 
to the Leader.]

Leader: [Speaking to Karen] And which Bible verse did you find?

Karen: It’s one from Isaiah, chapter 54, verse 10. For the mountains may depart and the hills be 
removed, but my steadfast love shall not depart from you, and my covenant of peace shall not be 
removed, says the Lord, who has compassion on you.

Leader: That’s a very hopeful verse! [Women — except Helen — nod enthusiastically in agreement.] 
The Lord is saying that His promises are permanent. The covenant of peace mentioned 
here was given to Noah after the flood. No matter what happens in this world, God is 
devoted to the salvation of His people, which found its fulfillment in the cross of Christ. 
That is good news for us! Pure Gospel. [Women — except Helen — smile and nod in 
agreement. Helen is looking at her paper, discouraged.]

Leader: [Speaking to Helen] You’ve been awfully quiet tonight, Helen. A penny for your thoughts?

[The Props Person enters, and the cast freezes — except for Helen. Helen frowns. With drooping 
shoulders and arms hanging limply at her sides, Helen slowly slides down in her chair — not so far that she 
slides off, though. The Props Person shows the audience thought-cloud 7, again briefly held above Helen’s 

head. After the Props Person exits, the cast members unfreeze. Helen sits up again. Helen looks at the 
Leader and responds with only a shrug.]

Leader: [Speaking to Helen] Well, it is your turn, and I think maybe we’ve saved the best for last!

Helen: [Looking a little worried] Well, I don’t know about that.

Leader: [Smiling] Don’t worry — no pressure. I was just kidding.

Helen: [Looking relieved, then puzzled, then slightly offended, with hands on hips] You mean you don’t 
think my answer will be the best?

Leader: [Looking surprised] No! That’s not what I meant. [Seeing Helen smiling mischievously, the 
Leader relaxes and smiles back.] Okay, I should probably stop talking now, right?

Women: [In unison] Right!
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Leader: Well, of all the times you ladies pick to be so agreeable, it has to be now, huh? [Leader 
laughs and Women chuckle and nod affirmatively.] Okay, Helen, get us back on track, will 
you please?

Helen: [Hesitantly, with a worried tone] Okay, but I’m really not sure about mine. It’s so different 
from the others we’ve heard.

Leader: The good thing is, Helen, there are absolutely no wrong answers here tonight.

Helen: Well, that’s good to know. Okay, this is what I came up with: Happy Organists Play 
Enthusiastically. [Before anyone can comment, she rushes on, talking fast, running everything 
together.]  It’s just the first thing I thought of, and I wanted to write something better, but 
I had trouble thinking of good “o” words, and so I put it away, assuming I’d work on it 
again some other time, but then I got busy and forgot, and — [Pauses to catch her breath 
and exhales loudly] here we are. [Rushing on again] Then, after I got here and heard these 
wonderful acronyms, I really didn’t like mine — and I thought to myself, “I can do better 
than this,” but, of course, I couldn’t. [Slowing down to talk at a normal speed] I don’t know 
what’s going on tonight — I feel like my head is in the clouds. [Helen sighs loudly.]

[The cast freezes as the Props Person comes in, quickly moving to Helen, who slumps in her chair. After 
briefly holding thought-cloud 8 over Helen’s head, the Props Person leaves, and the cast members 
unfreeze. Helen resumes normal posture in her chair.]

Helen: I’m sorry, but I’ve literally just had A LOT on my mind.

[Leader begins writing Helen’s answer on the board. The Women — except Helen — are writing that 
answer on their paper.]

Karen: [Sympathetically, turning to Helen] Oh, Helen, I wish you hadn’t worried about it. I think 
your answer is great! It is different, but I like it! [The other Women nod in agreement and 
smile encouragingly.]

Leader: [Walking back to podium] I totally agree. [Looking at and speaking to Helen] You wrote 
about something you can relate to, something of interest to you. There’s nothing wrong 
with that. And I suspect you thought of that phrase with “HOPE” as an acronym because 
it’s true for you. Am I right? 

Helen: Well, yes, I must admit that playing the organ is enjoyable — most of the time. 
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[Helen pauses to think.] Come to think of it, playing actually puts me in a better mood 
sometimes. Being the music lover that I am, I usually can’t help but feel happy and 
enthusiastic when I play.

Karen: [Speaking to Helen] And it shows! We are truly blessed to have you as our organist, 
Helen.

Helen: Thank you.

Leader: [Speaking to Helen] So, I know you said you didn’t have much time, but did you get a 
chance to find a Bible verse? If not, that’s okay.

Helen: [Brightening] Actually, that was the easy part! I didn’t even have to look for anything 
because I can use my Confirmation verse.

Leader: Really? Now you’ve piqued my interest!

Helen: Yes. When I was confirmed — [smiling mischievously] a few years ago — my pastor chose 
a Confirmation verse for me. We didn’t pick our own back then. But I must say that 
the Pastor knew me well enough to choose one that fit me very well. At that age, I was 
already playing the organ at church sometimes, and he knew how much I loved it. So, 
he gave me a beautiful Confirmation verse that I probably couldn’t have chosen better 
myself. The Lord will save me, and we will play my music on stringed instruments all the days of 
our lives, at the house of the Lord (Isaiah 38:20).

Leader: That is a wonderful verse for you! Thanks so much for sharing that with us, Helen. I 
think I speak for everyone here when I say that your answer was definitely worth the 
wait. [Women all nod in agreement.]

Helen: Well, I think everyone did a great job. [Speaking to Leader] But, what about you? 
[Points at Leader] I hope you didn’t think that assignment was only for us. [Gestures 
toward the Women seated at the table.]

Karen: [Speaking to Leader] Yes, after all, it wouldn’t be fair for us to have all the fun, am I right? 

[Women all talk at once, directing their comments to the Leader: “That’s right!” and “Yeah, it’s your turn!” 
and “True!” and the like.]

Leader: Okay, okay. [Women quiet down.] In that case, I’m glad I did my homework, too. All 
right, here’s my answer: [Leader turns, walks to board, and says each word as it is added to 
the list.] Heirs — Of — Paradise — Exult. [Women are writing that answer on their paper as 
Leader returns to podium.] I actually connected this phrase to verses from [Holds up two 
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fingers] two books of the Bible. 

[The cast freezes as the Props Person enters and holds thought-cloud 9 over Helen’s head. Helen 
is copying the answers from the board onto her paper. After the Props Person exits, the cast members 
unfreeze. Women finish writing.]

Leader: The first verse is so that being justified by his grace we might become heirs according to the 
hope of eternal life (Titus 3:7). The second verse I want to mention is in Isaiah, chapter 61, 
verse 10, which says: I will greatly rejoice in the Lord; my soul shall exult in my God. I think 
these verses can be summarized by simply saying that the hope of eternal life gives us 
great joy. [Women nod and smile. Leader looks at the clock or watch.] And, on that happy 
note, it looks like it’s time for us to close in prayer.

[All fold hands and bow heads.]

Leader: Almighty God, through the comfort and promises in Your Holy Word, we are filled with 
a cheerful hope in Your mercy. Continue to strengthen and lead us in sincerely loving 
You and one another, through Jesus Christ, our Lord.

Leader and Women:  [In unison] Amen.

Kathryn: You know, I really liked this Bible study. [Pausing to think, then becoming excited.] I have an 
idea! Let’s do this again next week, except with the letters in L.W.M.L.! Wouldn’t that be 
fun?

[Cast freezes as Props Person enters and holds thought-cloud 10 over Helen’s head so the audience can 
read it. Helen throws her hands up in the air, looks up toward the ceiling in disbelief, and silently mouths, 
“Let’s What? My Luck!” Props Person exits, and cast unfreezes. Helen looks worried.]

[Leader and Women — except Kathryn and Helen — are considering Kathryn’s idea by saying things 
like, “Maybe we should,” and “That’s an idea,” and “Hmmm,” and “I’m okay with that,” etc.]

Kathryn: [Speaking to Leader] Unless, of course, you already had something planned. We could wait 
and do it some other time.

[Cast freezes as Props Person enters and holds thought-cloud 11 over Helen’s head so the audience can 
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read it. Helen is slowly nodding her head. Props Person exits, and cast unfreezes. Helen remains still, 
staring ahead.]

Leader: I think Kathryn had a pretty good suggestion for next week’s class. [Looking at Helen.] 
But we haven’t heard Helen’s opinion yet. [Helen is staring blankly ahead, engaged in her 
own thoughts.] Helen.

[The cast freezes — except for Helen. Helen leans forward, resting her chin on her hands, with her elbows 
on the table. The Props Person happily skips in, smiles broadly, and holds the light bulb (prop 12) above 
Helen’s head. Helen immediately perks up, straightening up in her chair, and smiles. The Props Person 
lightly skips out, and the cast members unfreeze. Helen looks brightly at the Leader.]

Leader: [Cupping one hand around an ear as though straining to hear and speaking to Helen in a teasing 
tone] You’ll have to speak up, Helen. Unfortunately, [Gestures toward the other Women at 
the table] we can’t read your thoughts. [All turn to look at Helen, waiting for her response.]

Helen: Well — it’s the strangest thing. At first, I admit I might have panicked a bit at the idea, 
and I thought, “Let’s What? My Lord!” And next, I was thinking “Let’s Wait Much 
Longer!” [Helen begins smiling and gets excited.] But then, all of a sudden, it was like a 
huge light bulb came on! That’s when I realized I had just thought of not only one, but 
[Holds up two fingers] two phrases with the L.W.M.L. letters! Think about that!

[There is silence as the Leader and Women are thinking and then staring at Helen and each other in 
amazement, eyes wide, mouths open, and nodding with awareness.]

Leader: [Speaking to Helen] Now I’m speechless!

Helen: [With a mischievous smile on her face] But [Drawing out the word] — I think I can do better 
than that for next week. At least I certainly [Helen makes quote signs in the air while 
emphasizing the word “hope”] hope so!

[As cast stands to face the audience, the Props Person quickly enters carrying thought-cloud 13 and goes to 
stand next to the Women, holding it up so the audience can read it. Then all bow to the audience.]
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All quoted Scripture is from the ESV® Bible (The Holy Bible, English Standard Version®, copyright © 2001 by Crossway, 
a publishing ministry of Good News Publishers). Used by permission. All rights reserved.
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LEADER’S REFERENCE SHEET

His	One	Payment	Endures

Hear	Our	Prayer	Evermore

Helping	Others	Provides	Enjoyment

He	Offers	Peace	Everlasting

Happy	Organists	Play	Enthusiastically

Heirs	Of	Paradise	Exult
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1

Better 
than 
mine, 

that’s for 
sure.
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Hard 
enough 
for me.
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3

I must 
have been 
sitting in 

the wrong 
pew.
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I’m afraid 
my answer  

is so far 
from 
good.
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Why 
didn’t  
I think 

of that?
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I think I 
can do 
better 
than 
this.
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They’re 
not worth 
that much, 

believe 
me.
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A 
LOT
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9 

Now That’s 
Impressive!
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10

Let’s 
What? 

My 
Luck!
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11

Let’s 
Wait 

Much 
Longer!
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Here 
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Play 
Ends




